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B by BASSOCONTINUO 2.0

THE ULTIMATE BESPOKE EXPERIENCE

 Based on REFERENCE LINE 2.0 technology.

 NEW “Zero-shaking” system to sensible reduce shelf's trembling

 Choose any combination of color, material, size. Match your rack with your high end system,
your furnitures or simply your mood.  Experience our online configurator to build your own
rack: one like no one!

 Solid metal parts, CNC worked, diameter of 40 mm: stainless steel, brass, copper and steel
dark gray coated. Two different cylinders (2,5 and 7 cm) to complete all the multiple
combinations.

 Aftermarket update (add or remove one or more cylinders in any time to change the heights
between the shelves) as for all our products.

 Add one or more shelf in any time.

 Rubber-like washers to decouple the shelf. 



  



B by BASSOCONTINUO 2.0

 Totally conceived, designed and produced in Italy.

 Board made by multilayer wood, 30 mm of thickness.

 Load capacity: 100 kg each shelf.

 Shelf's resonators like on REFERENCE 2.0

 Vinyl shelf for high end CD players or turntables.



  



  

BLACK EDITION

# A very special edition (unlimited) to celebrate our 2.0 update: state of the art
construction

# Black modular structure and adjustable spikes (2.0 version)

# Thickness of the shelf: 30 mm

# Racing inspired

# Black nappa leather used on AUDI R8, matched with original Black Alcantara

# Contrast details

# Red “Zero-shaking” system

# Carbon fiber center panel with red detail



  



  

MCINTOSH 70th ANNIVERSARY

# How to fit a very deep power amp?

# Our customized Bandura 2.0 for McIntosh 70th  power amp is conceived to host this
giant.

# Thickness of the shelf: 30 mm

# Load capacity: 120 kg

# Available with Carbon Fiber details or with genuine leather and light blue stitches



  



  

STAND for Dan d'Agostino Relentless
# Bespoke and dedicated stand for the biggest power amp on the market

# Chassis precision-machined from solid bar-stock T-6061 aircraft grade aluminum

# Thickness of the stand: 50 mm + 30 mm top plate

# Overall dimensions: 670 x 925 mm (W x D)

# Useful dimensions (top plate): 500 x 755 mm (W x D)

# Top plate decoupled by NBR 70 sh. disks

# Solid copper details (spikes and cap structure) / adjustable spikes

# Weight: 115 kg unpacked

# Load capacity: more than 400 kg

# Shipped in wooden box



  



  

CREATE YOUR OWN PROJECT
# Inspired by the luxury, matched with the main manufacture brands, dedicated to your
special customers.

# 768 stiching colors / more than 350 leather options / any center panel material you
like

# follow your mood, our bespoke service will tailor a rack exactly like you need

# match your rack with MCINTOSH, ACCUPHASE, AUDIO RESEARCH, SONUS
FABER, MOON by SIMAUDIO or whatever you like.



  
One like no one!
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